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This paper uses certain hubmotor distributed electric vehicle driving system as the research object, using several control strategies,
such as dynamic programming global optimization algorithm, fuzzy control, and torque equal distribution and realizing the
distribution control of the distributed power of the electric drive system. The simulation results show that, under the NEDC road
condition, using the dynamic programming algorithm to optimize the torque distribution, the energy consumption of the electric
drive system is 8041 kJ, decreased by 4.77% compared to the average torque distribution control and decreased by 3.5% compared to
the fuzzy control strategy.The power consumption of the electric vehicle is 20.25 kWh per 100 km, decreased by 1.01 kWh compared
to the average torque distribution control strategy and decreased by 0.72 kWh compared to the fuzzy control strategy. Under the
fixed working condition, the energy efficiency of power system can be improved effectively when the distributed dynamic system
torque is optimized by the dynamic programming algorithm. Without considering the global optimization, the fuzzy control can
effectively improve the energy efficiency of the power system compared to the torque average distribution strategy.

1. Introduction

Compared to traditional single motor drive mode, the power
system of the electric vehicle driven by distributed hubmotor
eliminates some transmission device and has the advantages
of high transmission efficiency and compact structure [1].

On torque distribution research of distributed drive elec-
tric vehicle, Shen et al. [2], through the analysis of modeling
of simulation for the four-wheel drive motor and inverter
device, put forward the torque between the front and rear
wheels of a fixed ratio distribution which can improve the
vehicle energy efficiency. Zou [3] have established the com-
prehensive optimization function to the four-wheel vehicle
mobility and the stability. Zhang [4] based on the fact that
the motor loss model of input and output characteristics of
electric drive system is derived, using convex optimization to
optimize the analysis results of different spatial distribution
optimization of torque motor configuration, proposed accel-
erating coasting mode. Yamakawa and Watanabe [5] studied

the driving force distribution strategy of the four-wheel
drive system of automobile and established the evaluation of
quadratic function according to the longitudinal and lateral
adhesion of each drive wheel andminimized the longitudinal
adhesion and lateral adhesion of each drive wheel, to achieve
the distribution of driving force. Yu et al. [6], through the
establishment of vehicle model, using mathematical analysis
method to calculate the front and rear wheel torque distribu-
tion coefficient, according to torque coefficient distribution
motor torque, can improve the motor utilization efficiency.
Zhu et al. [7] on thewheel hubmotor and ISGmotormodel of
4WDHEV configuration were studied by fuzzy logic control
and ISG electric motor to control the battery SOC balance
and improve the overall efficiency of energy conversion. Gu et
al. [8], based on experimental data, establishingmathematical
model of the key components of electric vehicles, in order
to reduce the energy consumption of the system as the goal,
put forward a kind of drive torque distribution efficiency
optimization control strategy of transmission system based
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on torque distribution method and, compared to a fixed
proportion, can reduce the power consumption of about 5%.
Wang et al. [9] suggest that when the torque demand is small,
using only two-wheel driving vehicle gives better efficiency.
In Lu et al. [10], based on the efficiency model of permanent
magnet brushless wheel motor, the efficiency model of
multipermanent magnet synchronous motor with the same
torque and speed is established. The simulation results show
that the four-wheel hub motor electric vehicle is better than
time-sharing two-wheel drive and full-time two-wheel drive.
In summary, the domestic and foreign study of distributed
driving torque strategy aremainly based onmotor loss model
and wheel adhesion optimizationmodel.The control method
of the motor torque distribution based on the intuitionistic
logic threshold allocation strategy and numerical interpola-
tion method has lower calculation precision and its potential
is small. Although the local optimal solution can be obtained
using local optimization algorithm control strategy, the local
optimization requires specific conditions and cannot achieve
the optimal energy efficiency of electric vehicle electric drive
system within the whole cycle conditions.

Aiming at a hub motor distributed drive system and
considering the characteristics of the hub motor efficiency
distribution, the torque distributed of the hub motor is
assigned by the dynamic programming global optimization
algorithm, the fuzzy control, and the torque average dis-
tribution control method, respectively. Through the energy
efficiency comparison of the electric drive system, the control
method of the optimal torque distribution of the distributed
driving power system under different conditions is obtained.

2. Working Principle of Distributed Drive
Power System

The power system structure of the distributed drive electric
vehicle is shown in Figure 1. The main structure includes
a hub motor, a vehicle controller, a motor controller, and a
power battery.Themutual transformation of electrical energy
and mechanical energy for the power battery is realized by
the motor controller and the hub motor, and the hub motor
is connected with the wheel and drives the vehicle directly.

Distributed drive electric vehicles and centralized single
motor drive system compared to the distributed drive electric
vehiclemotor controller can control the flexible control of the
four-wheel driving motor output torque, so that the motor is
running in the best working area, improve work efficiency,
and reduce the energy consumption of driving. The basic
operation modes of distributed drive include full-time two-
wheel drive, full-time four-wheel drive, and time shared two-
wheel or four-wheel drive mode.

In the full-time two-wheel drive mode, the vehicle run-
ning energy is supplied by a power battery, and the vehicle
controller sends a control signal to drive the front wheel
motor to drive the electric vehicle. The run mode is shown
in Figure 2.

In the full four-wheel drivemode, the energy of the whole
vehicle is supplied by a power battery, and the controller of the
whole vehicle sends out a control signal to drive the front/rear

motor to run together and drive the electric vehicle. The run
mode is shown in Figure 3.

Time-sharing two-wheel and four-wheel switching mode
is when the electric vehicle’s demand power is less than
a certain threshold, the vehicle controller issued a control
signal, the use of two-wheel drive, the power battery to
the front wheel motor drive energy, as shown in Figure 2.
When the electric car’s demand power is greater than the
threshold, the use of four-wheel drive, powered by the battery
to the four-drive motor to provide energy, not only meets
the dynamic requirements, but also can improve the motor
efficiency, as shown in Figure 3. Therefore, the main control
method of distributed driving electric vehicle is considered
under different conditions according to the change of power
demand to decide the two-wheel drive or four-wheel drive
mode control of drive mode, and the main goal is to improve
the working efficiency of the drive motor [11].

3. Modeling of Distributed Drive
Power Systems

3.1. Dynamics Model. According to the torque transmission
of the power system of the distributed electric vehicle, the
dynamic system satisfies the dynamic system equilibrium
equation at the 𝑡moment and is obtained by

𝑃dem (𝑡) = 𝑃𝑚 (𝑡) + 𝑃loss,𝑚 (𝑡) , (1)

where 𝑃𝑚 is the output of the motor cycle by operation of
the driving power and 𝑃loss,𝑚 is the motor converted from
electrical power into mechanical power in static power loss;
because the power system demand power 𝑃dem is provided by
the battery, so formula (1) can be described as

𝑃𝑚 (𝑡) + 𝑃loss,𝑚 (𝑡) = 𝑃𝑏 (𝑡) , (2)

where 𝑃𝑏 is battery power.
Under cyclic conditions, the demand driving power of the

whole vehicle can be calculated by

𝑃dem (𝑡) = 𝐹dem (𝑡) V (𝑡) ,
𝐹dem (𝑡) = 𝑚 ⋅ 𝑑V (𝑡)𝑑𝑡 + 𝐹𝑎 (𝑡) + 𝐹𝑓 (𝑡) + 𝐹𝑔 (𝑡) ,

(3)

where 𝑚 is the total mass of electric vehicles; 𝐹dem is the
driving force of the power system operation cycle; 𝐹𝑎 is air
resistance; 𝐹𝑓 is rolling friction; 𝐹𝑔 is slope resistance, as the
specific expression of types (4), (5), and (6) is shown:

𝐹𝑎 (𝑡) = 1
2 ⋅ 𝜌𝑎 ⋅ 𝑐𝑑 ⋅ 𝐴 ⋅ V2 (𝑡) , (4)

𝐹𝑓 (𝑡) = 𝑚 ⋅ 𝑔 ⋅ 𝑐𝑟 ⋅ cos (𝛼 (𝑡)) , (5)

𝐹𝑔 (𝑡) = 𝑚 ⋅ 𝑔 ⋅ sin (𝛼 (𝑡)) , (6)

where 𝜌𝑎 refers to the air density; 𝑐𝑑 is the air resistance
coefficient; 𝐴 is the windward area; 𝑐𝑟 is rolling resistance
coefficient; 𝛼(𝑡) is the 𝑡moment of road slope.
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Figure 1: System diagram of a distributed drive electric vehicle.
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Figure 2: Two-wheel drive mode.

3.2. Motor Model. In order to reduce the computational
burden of the system, the hub motor model ignores the
dynamic characteristics of the motor, and the conversion of
electrical power intomechanical power existed in the process
of conversion efficiency, so staticMAP is used which forms as
amodel of drivemotor [12], as shown in Figure 4. At the same
time, drive motors need to meet conditions such as

𝑃𝑚 (𝑡) = 𝑇𝑚 (𝑡) 𝜔𝑚 (𝑡) ,
𝑇𝑚 (𝑡) ∈ [𝑇𝑚,min (𝜔𝑚 (𝑡)) , 𝑇𝑚,max (𝜔𝑚 (𝑡))] ,
𝜔𝑚 (𝑡) ∈ [0, 𝜔𝑚,max (𝑡)] ,

(7)

where 𝑇𝑚 and 𝜔𝑚 are the drive motor output torque and
speed, respectively.

4. Torque Distribution Strategy

Due to the increase of driving components, the control strat-
egy of distributed drive car is more complex than that of the
traditional car. Because of the complexity and nonlinearity
of its controlled objects, it is necessary to find a control
method with strong robustness and non-linear optimization.
Compared with the traditional control strategy, this paper
improves the drive motor efficiency through the optimal
allocation of driving torque and makes the drive motor work
in a high speed zone at a certain speed.

In this paper, the optimal torque distribution control can
be expressed as the determination of the torque distribution
factor 𝑘 of front and rear wheels (shafts). The coefficient 𝑘
is defined as the torque distribution characteristic between
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Figure 3: Four-wheel drive mode.
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Figure 4: Drive motor efficiency MAP diagram.

the front and rear wheels (shafts) after the start of control,
as shown in (8), and the boundary conditions are defined as
formulas (9)–(12):

𝑘 = 𝑇𝑓
(𝑇𝑓 + 𝑇𝑟) , (8)

𝑇𝑓 + 𝑇𝑟 = 𝑇req, (9)

0 ≤ 𝑇𝑓 ≤ 𝑇req
2 , (10)

0 ≤ 𝑇𝑟 ≤ 𝑇req
2 , (11)

0 ≤ 𝑘 ≤ 1. (12)

In the model, 𝑇𝑓 is the front wheel torque value, 𝑇𝑟 is the
rear wheel torque value, and 𝑇req is the automobile torque
demand.

When 𝑘 = 0, the individual rear wheel drive is indicated.
When 𝑘 = 1, the individual front wheel drive is indicated.
When 𝑘 = 0.5 is expressed as the four-wheel torque average
distribution mode, taking into account the same single rear
wheel drive and front wheel drive effect alone, here can be
further on the coefficient 𝑘 the following limits: if 0 = 𝑘 = 0.5
or 𝑘 = 0, it will be considered to be front or rear drive alone;
if 𝑘 = 0.5, it will be considered to be the four rounds of the
average distribution of torque [13].

In the case of wheel motor drive, the drive energy
utilization efficiency is

max 𝜂 = [ 𝑘𝑇dem𝜂𝑓 (𝑘𝑇dem, 𝑛) +
(1 − 𝑘) 𝑇dem𝜂𝑟 ((1 − 𝑘) 𝑇dem, 𝑛)]

−1

,
𝑛 < 𝑛max,
0 < 𝑇𝑓 < 𝑇dem,
0 < 𝑇𝑟 < 𝑇dem,

𝑇dem < 𝑇max.

(13)

Under the disturbance of ignoring other factors, the
comprehensive efficiency of the system can be obtained under
the driving condition, and the energy consumption of the
motor drive system under the driving condition can be
simplified as follows:

𝐸 = ∫𝑡
0
(𝑝dem ∗ 𝜂) 𝑑𝑡. (14)

4.1. Dynamic Programming Control Strategy. In the actual
domain [𝑡0, 𝑡𝑓], the state variables in the distributed drive
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power system optimization problem are vehicle speed and
torque 𝑇dem [14]. Because the speed can be determined
according to the operating conditions, the state variable is
denoted as 𝑥(𝑡) = [𝑇dem(𝑡)], the required power of the
vehicle is a control variable, denoted as 𝑢(𝑡) = [𝑃dem(𝑡)]. The
distributed electric vehicle power system in a discrete state
can be described by the equation of state (15) [15].

�̇� = 𝑓 (𝑥 (𝑘) , 𝑢 (𝑘)) , (15)

where 𝑓 is the dynamic system equation of electric vehicle,
which consists of (1) to (6). Constraints are on state spaces,
such as expressions

0 ≤ 𝑃dem ≤ 𝑃dem,max,
𝑇𝑚,min < 𝑇dem (𝑡) < 𝑇𝑚,max, (16)

where 𝑇dem is the hub motor torque; 𝑇𝑚,min and 𝑇𝑚,max,
respectively, represent the motor minimum and maximum
torque; 𝑃dem,max is the maximum output power of wheel
motor.

In this paper, the electric drive system energy efficiency is
taken as the objective function, and the objective function is
shown in

𝐽 = max
𝑁∑
𝑖=0

[ 𝑘𝑇dem𝜂𝑓 (𝑘𝑇dem, 𝑛) +
(1 − 𝑘) 𝑇dem𝜂𝑟 ((1 − 𝑘) 𝑇dem, 𝑛)]

−1

, (17)

where 𝑇𝑓 is the front wheel torque value; 𝑇𝑟 is the rear wheel
torque value; 𝜂𝑓 is front wheel efficiency; 𝜂𝑟 is the rear wheel
efficiency.

As the dynamic programming adopts numerical method,
the time and the system state are discretized, and the
computational grid of the torque distribution ratio is divided
along the time direction of the driving cycle. According to the
known driving cycle, the vehicle model is used to calculate
the power demand and power and speed of the driving cycle
along the time direction. According to the motor constraints,
respectively, from the initial state of the system and the
termination conditions, the driving cycle of the system can
reach boundary in the boundary range, to meet the system
constraint condition, according to the forward calculation
design target function, obtaining the torque distribution of
the entire driving cycle than the state matrix. Finally, this
paper uses the recursive call method to reverse the state
from the termination state to the initial state, complete the
traversal optimization process, obtain torque distribution
trajectory, and output the calculation results. The dynamic
programming method is shown in Figure 5 [16].

The dynamic programming method is used to realize the
torque distribution of hub motor, as shown in Figure 6.

4.2. Fuzzy Control Strategy. Fuzzy control rules are designed
according to engineering experience and are suitable for the
control of complex systems such as multimotor drive [17].
The control strategy should take into account the demand
torque𝑇req of the vehicle,make the vehicle drive state for two-
wheel or four-wheel drive, and take into account the motor
efficiency, so that the motor work is in the high efficiency
zone.
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Figure 5: Schematic diagram of dynamic programming control
method.

For themembership function of the fuzzy set, the triangle
membership function is simple, and the response speed is fast
[18]. Therefore, the fuzzy control input and output functions
use triangle membership functions. The membership func-
tions for input torque and speed and the output factor 𝑘 are
shown in Figures 7, 8, and 9, respectively.

The fuzzy subsets of torque 𝑇: {NB,NM,NS,Z,PS,
PM,PB};
The fuzzy subsets of speed 𝑛: {NB,NM,NS,Z,PS,
PM,PB};
The fuzzy subsets of assigned proportions: {NB,NM,
NS,Z,PS,PM, a,PB}.

Among them, NB means minimal, NM means small, NS
means smaller, Zmeansmedium, PSmeans larger, PMmeans
large, and PB means great [19].

According to the characteristics of the distributed driving
system, the fuzzy control rules are designed according to the
following [20], and the fuzzy control rule table is shown in
Table 1:

(1) When the torque demand of front wheel drive motor
is less than the total torque demand 𝑇req, the average
distribution drive mode is adopted.

(2) When the torque demand of the front wheel drive
motor is greater than the total torque demand, 𝑇req
adopts a separate two-wheel drive mode.

In this paper, the maximum membership degree method
is used to calculate the defuzzification. For a discrete domain
with 𝑀 output quantization series, the formula is shown in
formula [21]

V0 = 1
𝑁
𝑁∑
𝑖=1

max
V∈𝑉

(𝜇V (V)) . (18)
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efficiency of the motor under different distribution coefficients, obtain the cumulative

Figure 6: Dynamic programming method to realize the torque flow chart of hub motor.

Table 1: Fuzzy control rule table.

𝑛 𝑇
NB NM NS Z PS PM PB

NB NB NB NM NM NS NS Z
NM NB NM NM NS NS Z PS
NS NM NM NS NS Z PS PS
Z NM NS NS Z PS PS PM
PS NS NS Z PS PS PM PM
PM NS Z PS PS PM PM PB
PB Z PS PS PM PM PB PB
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Figure 9: Outputs of the 𝑘membership function curve.
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Figure 10: Fuzzy control strategy torque distribution factor.

Table 2: The basic parameters of the prototype car.

Parameter name Value
M/kg 2000
Wheel base/m 2.5
Wind ward area/m2 2.60
Wheel radius/m 0.27
Centroid height/m 0.52
Front track/m 1.102
Rear track/m 1.158

After calculation, the torque distribution factor is
obtained as shown in Figure 10.

Rule-based fuzzy control strategy is shown in Figure 11.

5. Simulation Results Analysis

In order to compare the effects of different control strategies
on the torque distribution of the hub motor, the simulation
research of the distributed drive system electric vehicle
under the condition of NEDC is carried out. The working
condition is shown in Figure 12.The experimental simulation
parameters of vehicle are shown in Table 2.

The NEDC cycle is about 11.03 km, with length of 1185 s
and with an average speed of 33.65 km/h. By calculation, the
maximum torque is 630.32N⋅m, and the maximum power
is 48.57 kW. The torque and power requirements of the
simulation vehicle running under NEDC road conditions are
shown in Figure 13.

5.1. The Torque Allocation Strategy of Four-Wheel Drive Based
on Rule. The traditional distributed drive electric vehicle is
based on the rule of average distribution and uses four-wheel
drive at full time during the driving process. The motor
operating point distribution of the NEDC road condition
drive torque allocation strategy is shown in Figure 14.

For nonuniform conditions, according to the MAP effi-
ciency of wheel motor we can see that the drive efficiency
of the hub motor is low at the range of low speed and large
torque, and the efficiency of themotor varies nonlinearly with
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degree method is adopted to do
defuzzification

Outputs control results
to the vehicle controller
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motor is less than the total torque demand TＬ？Ｋ , the

than the total torque demand TＬ？Ｋ , using a separate

Figure 11: Fuzzy control algorithm to achieve torque distribution
process.

the speed and torque. Due to the average torque allocation
method based on rules without considering the factors of
efficiency change, the motor would work in low efficiency
area and impact the driving system comprehensive efficiency.
The fixed proportion allocation method makes driving lack
of follow-up and can not make the corresponding treatment
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Figure 13: Demand power/torque diagram.
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Figure 15: Distribution of motor working points under NEDC road
condition.

according to the torque changes, which leads to the fact that
the efficiency ofmotor decreases and the energy consumption
increases. The application of the regular four-wheel drive
torque distribution strategy is obtained by simulation: in a
NEDC cycle, the electric drive system energy consumption is
8444 kJ, and the energy consumption of electric drive system
is 21.26 kWh per 100 kilometers.

5.2. The Torque Distribution Strategy of Four-Wheel Drive
Based on Fuzzy Rule. The torque distribution control strategy
based on fuzzy rules is obtained according to the fuzzy infer-
ence. When the vehicle speed changes within a certain range,
the distribution of four-wheel driving torque according to the
actual vehicle driving demand for distributed drive electric
vehicles until achieving switch control between four- and
two-wheel drive, in order to improve the drivingmotor’swork
efficiency, reduces the energy consumption and increases the
mileage. The drive torque distribution strategy of the motor
operating point for the NEDC road condition is shown in
Figure 15. The fuzzy control strategy is obtained through
simulation, the energy consumption of the electric drive
system is 8338 kJ, and the energy consumption of the electric
drive system is 20.99 kWh per 100 km. Compared with the
conventional rule-based average allocation, the fuzzy control
strategy reduces the energy consumption, and the motor
work point is optimized.

5.3. The Torque Allocation Strategy of Four-Wheel Drive
Based on Dynamic Programming. According to dynamic
programming control strategies can obtain the global optimal
torque distribution strategies, In the cycle, the torque is
distributed between front and rear wheel according to the
different torque demand of electric vehicles, in order to
improve themotor work efficiency of themotor range, so that
the overall energy consumption is minimum. The working
point distribution of themotor for driving torque distribution
strategy in NEDC road condition is shown in Figure 16, and
the torque distribution factor is shown in Figure 17. The
energy consumption is 8041 kJ of the electric drive system
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Figure 16: Distribution of motor working points under NEDC road
condition.
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Figure 17: Torque distribution factor diagram.

for dynamic programming control strategy, and the energy
consumption is 20.25 kWh of electric drive system per 100
kilometers.

As the dynamic programming control strategy is a global
optimal control strategy, under the NEDC road conditions,
the energy saving effect is better than that of the fuzzy control
strategy based on experience and the control ismore accurate.
Thus, the motor operating point could be further optimized,
so that the economy of the whole cycle is optimal.

Under the NEDC road condition, the contrastive analysis
result of the energy consumption of the electric drive system
for the simulation prototype is shown in Figure 18, and the
motor efficiency comparison diagram is shown in Figure 19,
and the comparison of the efficiency distribution of the
motor is shown in Figure 20. As shown in Figure 18, when
the dynamic programming optimization control strategy is
used to achieve the four-round torque allocation, the energy
consumption of the electric drive system is reduced by 3.5%
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Figure 18: Energy consumption distribution diagram of electric
drive system under NEDC road condition.
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Figure 19:Motor efficiency comparison diagramof different control
strategies under NEDC road condition.

compared to the fuzzy control strategy and is reduced by
4.77% compared to the average allocation strategy.

5.4. Energy Consumption of One Hundred Kilometers’ Electric
Drive System. Among the three different control strategies,
the energy consumption of the 100 km electric drive system
of the distributed drive system is shown in Figure 21.
With the dynamic programming control strategy, the energy
consumption of the 100 kmelectric drive system is reduced by
3.5% compared with the fuzzy control strategy and is reduced
by 4.7% compared with the average allocation strategy.
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Figure 20: The comparison of the efficiency distribution of the
motor.
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Figure 21: Energy consumption of one hundred kilometers’ electric
drive system.

6. Summary

Based on the hub motor distributed driving system model,
the control effects of the distributed electric vehicle torque
optimization allocation is contrasted among the dynamic
programming control strategy, the fuzzy control strategy,
and the rule-based control strategy under the NEDC road
conditions. The details are shown below:

(1) Compared to the average allocation strategy of four
wheel’s torque distribution based on rules, themotor’s
working point can be optimized with the control
strategy of dynamic programming under the NEDC
road conditions.The energy consumption of the elec-
tric drive system is reduced by 403 kJ, and the energy
efficiency of the electric drive system is increased by
4.7%.
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(2) Under the NEDC road condition, compared to the
fuzzy control allocation strategy based on experience,
the energy consumption of the electric drive system
is reduced by 297 kJ with the dynamic programming
control strategy, and the energy efficiency of the
electric drive system is increased by 3.5%.

(3) Using the optimal control method of dynamic pro-
gramming under the NEDC road conditions, the
energy consumption of electric drive system is
20.25 kWh per 100 kilometers, which is reduced
by 4.7% compared to that of the four-wheel aver-
age torque distribution strategy based rules and is
reduced by 3.5% compared to that of the fuzzy control
strategy.

In summary, under the fixed operation condition, the
torque between the front and rear wheels can be reason-
ably allocated according to the driver control signal using
the dynamic planning algorithm, and the overall energy
efficiency of the electric drive system is optimal. Without
considering the overall optimal fixed condition, compared
to the four-wheel average distribution torque strategy, the
fuzzy control strategy can still effectively improve the energy
efficiency of the power system.
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